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Industrial Data Summit 2022
Researched and produced by The Manufacturer, the 5th yearly Industrial Data Summit took location
theotherday at Villa Park, Birmingham, house of Aston Villa Football Club, and saw over 100
delegates, speakers and sponsors sell out the conference location and collect together to goover all
things information in relation to making, from governance and how to monetise your information, to its
effect on an organisation’s sustainability technique.
The Industrial Data Summit focussed on the useful actions that production organisations can take to
gather, handle and utilize their information to allow them to run their factories and organizations in a
more effective and economical method, which is seriously crucial in this present economy.
In addition to the keynotes conversations, the occasion’s core focus was around an interactive format
that allowed extensive, peer-to-peer conversations around secret company difficulties, which offered
genuine insight and worth.
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Mircea Oprisan, Director of Advanced Analytics, Mars, goesover the efficiency difficulties behind any
digital change

Keynotes
During his keynote, Harry Minns, Systems and Data Controller at Williams Racing, goneover some of
the resemblances, distinctions and lessons to be discovered inbetween the high-pressure world of
Formula One racing and mass production.
“We both run ERP systems, which consistof heavy quantities of adjustment. No 2 production websites
are the exactsame and you cannot run an off-the-shelf ERP system for every single website.
Modifications to your ERP system are typical and that’s one of the lessons that I’ve taken to Formula
One from mass production.
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“Our information is definitely crucial. And 2nd just to our individuals in terms of value of resource. And
it’s essential to comprehend who owns what information, where it sits and who’s accountable for it.”
In terms of the lessons that mass production can embrace from the world of elite motorsport Harry
likewise highlighted Formula One’s nimble choice making where individuals are empowered to take
and own their choices; something which producers might advantage from if they were to instil this
procedure within their business culture.
He included that Formula One is outstanding at information driven mistake finding; utilizing
information to appearance for those efficiency bonus. He included: “Between stage one and stage 2
this season, we lost 1.5kg from our vehicle simply on paint. So, utilizing our information to discover
efficiency is huge, and that requires to be taken back to mass production.”
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Discussions, cooperation and networking went on throughout the period of Industrial Data Summit
2022
Jon Stammers, Theme Lead for Connectivity and AI, Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre
(AMRC) goneover information centric production, what it suggests for services in the sector and the
chances that information can present. “Data centric production is about understanding why you are
embarking on a information journey, and being conscious about the information you are attempting to
capture; not simply recording information for the sake of it.
“The chances are enormous if producers are ready to take them. Moving to a information centric
method indicates that you can make choices based on genuine information worths rather than gut
feel; utilizing information to obtain significant insight and drive company choices.
“Don’t be put off by the talk around Industry 4.0. People come to our AMRC centers and see the
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advanced devices we have and simply presume that it doesn’t use to them; that’s not the just choice.
A easy action would be to shot out a collective spreadsheet. It may noise fundamental, however
enabling more individuals to have gainaccessto to your information opens it up to fresh insights and
interest.
“Define your vision and work out why you desire to start utilizing more information. Don’t simply start
gather information and shop it for a rainy day, presuming that at some point it will be important and
you’ll be able to usage it. There’s a misnomer that information is the brand-new oil – oil has a worth
when it’s saved, information does not. If you’re not doing anything with information, then it has no
worth. Also, appearance at your individuals and how it’s going to effect them. Try and determine
people within your business that currently program an interest and enthusiasm for utilizing
information. They can endupbeing your information champs and can start dispersing the word
throughout your business about why the relocation towards a information centric technique is going to
assistance everyone.”
Speaking after the occasion, organiser Ashley Oulton, Conference Production Manager, The
Manufacturer commented: “Thank you to all of the producers who tookatrip from throughout the UK to
Birmingham to participatein the 5th yearly Industrial Data Summit. It was unique to see so numerous
individuals in the flesh for the veryfirst time after running the 2 previous occasions online. The
roundtable conversation session format was a extremely popular part of the occasion, enabling dataminded specialists to talkabout, share and gottenridof obstacles such as information collection,
information governance, information management and information analysis.
“The post-event feedback hasactually been really favorable and we appearance forward to seeing
you all at our Sustainable Manufacturing Symposium on 16 June and Manufacturing Digitalisation
Summit on 13 July.”
The Manufacturer would like to thank all the sponsors of Industrial Data Summit 2022 – Boomi,
Kagool, NetApp, Novotek, Peak, RS Industria, Sales Layer and Tableau

Testimonials
“The level of idea management and engagement I’ve seen in the space hasactually been remarkable.
We have a breadth of abilities in the space which is extremely seldom seen. What I love about the
method The Manufacturer has set up this occasion is that it doesn’t have a predisposition towards a
specific innovation, supplier or organization. It’s well planned; individuals are bringing their finest and
sharing their understanding in the interest of everybody in presence. It’s outstanding, I love it.”
Mircea Oprisan, Director of Advanced Analytics, Mars
“I goto lotsof CTO occasions, however there’s something distinct about how The Manufacturer does it
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from the point of view of the sponsors. Here, the individuals on the conversation tables speak freely to
their peers about their issues. They speak with an open heart about their difficulties and how they’re
dealing with them. Therefore, sponsors are able to get up close and into the nitty-gritty; they can see
what’s under the hood. You can’t do that at other CTO occasions where you may simply be speaking,
sponsoring, or have a cubicle. Here, you truly get put at the core of the issue.”
Suresh Daniel, Data and Architecture Director, Coats

“You’re absolutelynothing without your network, professional viewpoint and the newest researchstudy
and findings. Without occasions like the Industrial Data Summit how do you understand that you’re
future strategies consistof cutting edge believed, concepts and designs? It’s been truly helpful for my
network and the speakers haveactually been fantastic.”
Marla Nelson, Head of Data Driven Transformation & Culture, Jaguar Land Rover
The Manufacturer’s Summit occasions have an interactive format that makesitpossiblefor extensive
peer-to-peer conversations around guests’ secret company difficulties, offering genuine insight and
worth. This consistsof a mix of plenary (keynotes, five-minute concept, and a panel conversation),
and our ‘deep-dive’ conversation breakout sessions.
Don’t missouton the following upcoming versions:
Sustainable Manufacturing Symposium – 16 June
Manufacturing Digitalisation Summit – 13 July
Source: Industrial Data Summit 2022.
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